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Situated in the center of the galaxy, at the cradle of humanity, the Earth must fight for survival. Citizens of the Earth are looking for help in the form of an international defense network, which has so far managed to ward off the assaults of the invaders. However, the enemy never stops,
and time is running out: the enemy fleet launches an ultimatum from outer space. The Earth defense will have to dispatch a force to stop this threat. The task: your. Skylords On Fire is a free-flying action/shooter, where you pilot a spaceship and blow hell out of your enemies. In the
game you will fly through a number of different levels in order to exterminate as many enemies as possible within time. The controls are simple - just move the car using WASD keys and use the space bar to fire your weapon. You will have a brief radar to make it easier to navigate.

There is a health indicator at the left side, but there is also special superhealth which is unlimited. This will make you invulnerable for a short time. You can combine up to three weapons at once. You can combine weapons for faster firerate. There are 8 different types of guns to use: a
cannon, a beam weapon, a rocket-like launcher, a revolver, mines, air-to-ground missiles, a ship-to-ship missile and a hyperbeam weapon. Also, you can use a special weapon - this is called speed weapon. Using speed weapon instantly jumps you to next level, which saves your time.

There are 6 types of powerups. They are level powerups, shield recharge, speed, health, superhealth and weapon reload. The game is over when the two enemy ships are destroyed. Game features: 8 types of weapons: a cannon, a beam weapon, a rocket-like launcher, a revolver, mines,
air-to-ground missiles, a ship-to-ship missile and a hyperbeam weapon. Different types of powerups: level powerups, shield recharge, speed, health, superhealth and weapon reload. 8 different levels. 8 types of enemies in 8 different types of ships. Items like mines, lasers, shield

generators, shields and weapons. Burning and exploding enemies. A lot of special effects. Smoother movement and precise control. Fully adjustable camera.
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